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i.speak
“i.deeds wants to stay awake
and alert. For ourselves,
but in the first place for our
customers.”
To be ready for tomorrow is important for you and
your business. That is why, in this tenth edition of
i.deeds Magazine, we provide you with information
and insights that may get your business started on
the road to a bright future.
As usual, we had a chat with one of our customers.
This time we stopped in the West Flemish town of
Waregem. It is in Waregem that CEO Frédéric Cras,
of Cras Woodgroup, transformed the company of
his father into a major wood specialist of Belgium.
His unmistakable trump cards: a clear vision, and
continued drive for improvement and change. He
is assisted by Chief Transformation Officer Dirk Van
Houwe, who watches over the carefully developed
company DNA and, closely cooperating with i.deeds,
prepares the company for what is to come.
At i.deeds, we also keep a close eye on the future. In
our search for young talent, we worked together with
the West Flemish college Howest and students of the
bachelor course Network Economy gained practical
experience with our customer the Picanol Group. In
December, we immersed ourselves in the world of
artificial intelligence during a post-graduate course.
That is how we stay awake and alert, and keep a
finger on the pulse of everything happening in the field
of digital technology. This is not just beneficial to us,
but especially to our customers.
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i.nformation

i.deeds guest speaker at BIDA Summit
On Thursday 13 June, i.deeds was a guest speaker at the first BI & Data Analytics Summit, a
one-day conference in Diegem organised by IT Works. Our Business Intelligence Consultant Pieter
Beyne spoke about the success story of our customer Latexco, a world player in bedding. Under
the heading of ‘How to get the data that drives your business’, together with Latexco COO
Henk Demets, he explained the added value BI and data analysis can generate.
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The presentation covered both our BI project approach as well as the benefits of the result.
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i.learn

i.deeds intelligently uses
artificial intelligence
In April, the i.deeds-team immersed itself in the world of artificial intelligence and the Industrial
Internet of Things during a post-graduate course at KULAK.
The Industrial Internet of Things, in which people, machines and the digital world are connected
with each other, and have to ensure greater efficiency with regard to business processes, security
and data-analysis, is no longer a distant dream. On the contrary, it is used to an increasing extent.
In order to expand our knowledge of IoT, artificial intelligence and machine learning, and be of even
better service to our customers, our employees learned how academics and other experts view
this (r)evolution during this 4-day course.
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/kmo-portefeuille.be.

Industrial Internet of Things
Van uitdaging tot praktijk

, gebruikt worden om mij te
an.

Kortrijk, 12, 18 en 26 maart en 2 april 2019

During these days we saw confirmed what we have learned from practical experience: that the
development of an attractive, efficient Internet of Things environment is no easy task, that it takes
a lot of effort to change a traditional product into an IoT product, and that the storage and analysis
of IoT data requires far-reaching changes at various levels. We realised what machine learning can
mean for the further evolution of classic BI to predictive and even prescriptive analytics.
The Industrial IoT era may have started, but that does not mean that an IoT project becomes a
walk in the park: 80% of these projects fails. In other words, the technology is still at an early stage
and a company like i.deeds can also play an important role in this project guidance.

SCHRIJVEN
VÓÓR
5 MAART
2019

i.deeds intelligently uses artificial intelligence and the IoT, and has decided to first
explore and closely follow this new, exciting world. We are doing this in our tried
and tested way: by staying awake, examining each new development with a critical
eye, investing in training and know-how, and always bearing the finality of new
technologies in mind. Because, what is not good enough for your company, is also
not good enough for us.

Would you like to know more about how i.deeds can guide you through
the application of IoT, machine learning and artificial intelligence within
your company? Please contact us via info@ideeds.be.

i.deeds’ Visie
vision
on data science
i.deeds op data science
Data science
Business
Intelligence
Dashboards
Reporting with visuals
Anomaly detection
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i.deeds guides
Howest students
For i.deeds sharing knowledge is not only a must, but also a building block for the future. We
therefore support students, and are helping future analysts and consultants onto the right path. For
example, this year we are guiding second year students of the bachelor course Network Economy
in Howest Kortrijk during the ‘Workplace Learning’ course.

We took the students to our customer the Picanol Group, a
company that we are guiding through the transition to new software.
The students gained practical experience, learned to recognise
their talents and got an insight into how they should behave in a
professional environment. Together with i.deeds, they were able to
interview the key users, map the business processes and then follow
these processes. They learned to convert data into usable formats
and use the correct visualisations to gain insights. A great case that
lifted their Business Analytics skills to a higher level.
The collaboration is a win-win situation for all parties:
• The students experience what is going on in a manufacturing
company such as the Picanol Group.
• For the Picanol Group the creativity of these curious young minds is
an addition to renewal and/or change.
• For i.deeds the contact with young talents is important to get them
acquainted with the consultancy sector. Through i.deeds they get a
taste of what it is like to be a consultant. In this way, they can make
the right informed choice as to whether or not they would like a job
in this fast evolving industry.
We would like to thank the Picanol Group, Howest Kortrijk and
the Network Economy students for the pleasant and professional
collaboration!

“It was interesting to work on such a project
for a large player. We were able to immediately put our new
knowledge to use in the 'real world' to achieve relevant results.”
Stef Rutsaert, Network Economy student

The Picanol Group is an international, customer-oriented group that specialises in the development, production and sales of high-tech weaving
machinery, based on air or rapier technology, castings and custom controllers.
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i.nterview

“A 140-year history does not automatically
give you the right to a future’’
Wood and transformation. These are the key words at Cras Woodgroup, which, after more
than 140 years and four generations, has grown into the wood specialist of Belgium. At the
headquarters of the family company in the West Flemish town of Waregem, we had an enlightening
conversation with CEO Frédéric Cras and CTO Dirk Van Houwe about the past and future of
Cras, their continual drive for change and the way i.deeds can play a part in that.
The imposing warehouses, the large showroom, the reception and the
meeting room where we sit down for our conversation; everything in
Cras breathes wood. Not surprising, because in the past 140 years the
family company in Waregem has grown from a local sawmill into an allround wood specialist employing 460 staff.
Nowadays, Cras Woodgroup focuses on three important activities in
the timber business. The company imports wood from all corners of the
world, which it distributes through 16 Woodshops to professionals in
the construction sector. It supplies basic material to manufacturers and
also produces some own brands: Collstrop (garden wood), DuboisParquet (parquet floors), Brems Doors (interior doors) and Wood on
Walls (wooden façade and wall coverings).
Quite an enterprise, which has been led by CEO Frédéric Cras since
1995. To better tackle future challenges, he is assisted by Chief
Transformation Officer Dirk Van Houwe, who is also present during
our interview. You’ll see, it’s a special title for a very special and crucial
position.

Cras celebrates its 141th anniversary this year. How exactly did
the company come into being?
Frédéric Cras: It all started in 1878, when my great-grandfather August
Cras started a sawmill here in Waregem. For a long time, the company
stayed a local player, until my late father and his brother started to think
about expanding after the Second World War and created a timber
company. They then aimed to turn Cras into a national player. And that
worked by importing timber. In 1978, they took over their first timber
importer, Van Reeth, and during the subsequent years this became the
strategy of the company.

“My father always told me that
Cras always had to be better
than the competition.”
Frédéric Cras
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Another three targeted acquisitions followed. That was a good idea,
because it meant that Cras could import timber from all over the world
into Belgium: Scandinavian and Russian coniferous timber, tropical
hardwood from Indonesia and Malaysia, and later timber from West
Africa and America.
When did you start at the company?
Frédéric Cras: That was in the early 1990s, when the company went
through a crisis. It was 1990 and a year earlier the Berlin Wall had fallen.
Suddenly, the timber market was flooded with Eastern European traders
driving their own trucks to our regions and selling their timber at very
low prices to our customers. As a result, timber lost more than half
of its value within 18 months. You should know that my father was a
speculative buyer. Cras had a lot of timber in stock, a hundred thousand
cubic meters, and suddenly the value of that stock had fallen sharply.
I can still see it: my father and I at a large table with the bankers, to
negotiate how we, as a company, had to deal with the new situation.
That moment got me thinking.
What lessons have you learned from these events?
Frédéric Cras: My father always told me that Cras always had to be
better than the competition. When I took over the company in 1995, in
the same year of his death, I wanted to retain our position as a national
market leader. For that purpose I first created a distribution company
and the plan for the Woodshops was conceived, although we didn’t
realise them until 2002. Since then I strive to be the best on all fronts.
I adapted our import strategy to the needs of the various markets and
customer requirements, and Cras started to focus on the expansion of a
product portfolio that creates added value.
In Belgium, Cras is a major player. Have you ever thought about
branches abroad?
Frédéric Cras: I don’t think I have finished all I need to do in Belgium,
so branches abroad are not currently on the agenda. You have to keep
in mind that it creates a completely different situation, in countries with
different legislation and a different mindset.
There are 16 Woodshops. Do you see any other opportunities
here in Belgium and where?
Frédéric Cras: In the future I want to continue to focus on acquisitions.
If I look at the map of Belgium, I see a few places without a green dot
indicating a Cras Woodshop. For example, in the area above Antwerp.
Those gaps I would like to fill first. And in the long term, I would like to
create a few new Woodshops.

“You have to be extremely
vigilant, every day.
If you don’t adapt, you’ll lose.”
Frédéric Cras

continued on page 08 >>
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>> continued from page 07

Acquisitions are usually not easy. Companies have their own
culture, their own mentality. How do you do that?
Frédéric Cras: For each acquisition I use a simple principle: I never
arrive in a company from the top to impose my will, but always from
below. In an atmosphere of dialogue and mutual trust. That way it is
easier to get a foothold, create continuity and build a partnership with
customers. That works, even though it is trial and error sometimes.
Dirk Van Houwe: In the event of an acquisition, you don’t only buy a
market share, but also a part of the former company culture. And yes,
that requires an effort, because you don’t merely buy what you want.
That’s why we’re now trying a different method. The latest Woodshops,
in Herenthout and Antwerp, have started completely from scratch,
without an acquisition.
Cras is active in a traditional sector, supplying the construction
industry. What is currently your greatest challenge for the future?
Dirk Van Houwe: Transformation and how to deal with it. It is important
to realise that we have created a strong company, and a great tradition
and quality over the past 140 years, but that we are also subject to
the ravages of time. Cras cannot stand still. We are indeed part of a
fairly traditional sector, but it is constantly in motion. Our customers,
formerly consisting almost exclusively of carpenters, is continuously
professionalising. That means that the role of distributor is changing:
having timber in stock and distributing it, will soon no longer suffice.
To be able to continue to grow, we not only need to optimise our
operational processes and think about new ways to sell our products,
we also need to find a common denominator, especially after all these
acquisitions. That is why we have worked hard on the company culture
in recent years, the Cras DNA.
Company DNA is a popular word and it’s often used. But what
does it mean for Cras?
Dirk Van Houwe: We have real DNA. And high quality DNA, of people
who want to work and make an extra effort. We have invested a lot
of time in that. Two years ago we carried out an intensive exercise,
in which we set out the vision and strategy of Cras, and pushed this
through the whole company.
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“We want to be prepared for the
Uber and Airbnb of our industry.”
Dirk Van Houwe

Frédéric Cras: That was not only done at management level, but on all
levels, right up to the work floor. And that has been very well received.
Even today, we are still working on it. It’s alive.
What ingredients are needed to make such an exercise succeed?
In other words: what is the big secret of Cras?
Dirk Van Houwe: To involve people in the transformation process.
Many companies think that you can simply implement a new company
culture, but that is not the case. To be where we are today, we have
invested quite a lot. We even closed the company for a whole day to
explain our plans to a group of 120 people. We wanted to offer them
the opportunity to make their contribution to the story, to intensively
collaborate with us on the transformation. That has resulted in a wide
range of projects and eventually a few large shifts within the company: a
new organisation chart, new roles, new positions.
Change often causes resistance among employees.
How did you avoid that?
Dirk Van Houwe: Managing such a change is not easy. You not
only have to ensure that everyone is on board and speaks the same
language, but everything has to be done at a pace that the company
can cope with. But it is a necessary evolution. It is wrong to think that
a history of more than 140 years automatically entitles you to a future.
You are forced to take ever more and ever greater risks, and to make
the right choices, because the chance of being punished if you make
a wrong choice increases. You must therefore constantly question
yourself, the organisation and the operational processes and view them
with a critical eye, and take account of future threats. Look what has
happened with Uber and Airbnb: no one had seen those companies
coming. Suddenly they were there and they have turned those markets
upside down.
Frédéric Cras: You have to be very alert. If you don’t adapt, you’ll lose.
You will soon be switching over to a new ERP system.
That is also transformation.
Dirk Van Houwe: Digital transformation is of fundamental importance,
because it is a building block for the future. Technology and master data

“Digital transformation is
a building block for the future.”
Dirk Van Houwe

are crucial nowadays. Through artificial intelligence and new software
we can use the information we collect from our fifteen thousand
customers and boost sales in a way which we don’t always realise.
Did Cras have a problem in that field?
Dirk Van Houwe: In a way, yes. The last few decades we have
focused a lot on acquisitions, growth and sales. That in itself was an
excellent choice, but you inevitably lose track of other things. But we are
beginning to catch up with our backlog. We are just searching for the
right balance between investment and return. That’s why we, against
the flow, have chosen G-Suite instead of Microsoft Office, because that
package is hugely focused on cooperation.
We are a decentralised company, so it is very important that we focus
on good communication, on sharing the right information.
What is the role of i.deeds in that?
Frédéric Cras: We have evolved into a world of specialists. You can
compare it with a general carpenter, whose profession has practically
disappeared. In the past, as a general carpenter, if you kept your price
for roofing as low as possible and did a good job, you would also be
asked to do the rest of the joinery: the windows, doors and so on.
Now you have experts for all those jobs. i.deeds is such an expert in its
field and that is exactly what we needed. A year ago we told them of
our needs and they started to work with that. We don’t have an army
of IT-specialists and as there are so many players on the market, their
contribution became very important.

continued on page 10 >>
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>> continued from page 09

Dirk Van Houwe: Initially i.deeds was an essential sounding board. But
if you carry out such a long journey together, you soon become tuned in
to each other. It therefore seemed appropriate to constantly be guided
by someone of i.deeds. It is, after all, very technical, so we could use
some external help.

“i.deeds is an expert in its field
and that is exactly what we needed.”
Frédéric Cras

The new ERP system will go live at the beginning of 2020.
What will the future bring with regard to IT?
Dirk Van Houwe: If you have become as big as Cras, all processes
must be simplified. So we aim to let our machine park communicate
with the new ERP system. That is why we have also installed software
on the machines.
The aim is to collect as much data as possible and to analyse them. We
need to, because, as a company, we can’t take wrong decisions based
on a gut feeling.
Frédéric Cras: Knowledge is still power. That hasn’t changed.
What about e-commerce? Are customers joining in?
Dirk Van Houwe: Only partially, customers are slowly but surely moving
across. At quite a lot of companies that are active in the construction
sector the e-commerce story is starting to seep through, but it’s not
delivering the results they expected. But it will come. Our children will
not be placing orders the way we are doing today. And our customers
will also change. Not under the pressure of digitisation, but because of
what digitisation can do for them. Compare it to a travel agency: I don’t
think there are many people nowadays that go into a travel agency
to book their holidays. Everything is done online. People order their
groceries online and pick them up later. This evolution will ensure that in
the long term our customers will access our products in a different way
and that they are also less likely to invest in machinery, which means

“Cras and i.deeds are now
fully tuned into each other.”
Dirk Van Houwe
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that Cras will slowly take over the role of our customer: production,
making semi-finished products and so on.
Frédéric Cras: We will need to make it as easy as possible for our
customers. How exactly everything will change and how quickly it will
evolve, we don’t know, but we must be ready for it. We are working on
that every day.

Cras and i.deeds:
a cooperation
that works

Dirk Van Houwe
CTO Cras Woodgroup

Dominique Gobert
In the course of 2017, Cras came into contact with i.deeds
Business Analyst after an internal analysis of its needs. The ERP system of
Project Leader i.deeds
Cras no longer fulfilled the needs of the strongly growing
company. A high performance package could significantly
improve the user-friendliness and efficiency of the company.
Certain processes were not automated causing a lack of
uniform operation and requiring intensive monitoring. Cras needed an ERP system with all the master data relating to
production and planning, linked to an effective CRM.
At the end of 2017, the selection process was started. An internal steering group, advised by
Dominique Gobert, Business Analyst at i.deeds, mapped all the operational processes and
formulated the requirements that the new ERP system had to fulfil. This resulted in a set of
specifications, drawn up in the spring of 2018, which was sent to 18 suppliers, from which
an initial selection of four was made. In the end, SAP S/4 Hana was chosen, which will be
implemented by the company CTAC.
That implementation began in 2019. While Chief Transformation Officer (CTO)
Dirk Van Houwe takes care of the implementation in the organisation, Dominique
Gobert is on site two days per week for the internal project management: he
monitors the scope and budget of the project, and coaches the Cras employees.
He provides them with all the necessary information through workshops. He
also launched the idea of installing two containers on the head office parking
in Waregem in which key users can become familiar with the new ERP system
without any distractions. The intent is that all goes live on 1 January 2020.
Dominique Gobert: ‘Cras will reap the fruits of this. The company will not only
have fully computerised processes, it will be also gain better insights from all
those data. In addition, the new system opens perspectives for the automation
of production lines and better warehouse management.’

Steering Group
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Project Management

Solution Architects

Change Management

Order to Cash
(sales & billing)

Technical Architecture
and Integration

Purchase to Pay
(purchase)

Software development

Production
(production planning & maintenance)
Supply Chain Executie
(transport, WMS)
Finance & Control/Reporting
Master data & Data migration
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i.nformation

in the spotlight at BEMAS
On Tuesday 21 May, our business analyst Patrick Snauwaert introduced pin.all during the
BEMAS event of the Belgian Maintenance Association. In front of a captivated audience of
professionals from the maintenance sector, he spoke about our simple cloud solution for electronic
attendance registration and staff follow-up.
Know where your technicians are with pin.all
Patrick Snauwaert, MSc - account manager - business
analyst - project leader

Data analysis and dynamic dashboards:
converting sensor data into information
Sofie Van Hoecke, associate professor at IDLab, UGent-imec

“The smart follow-up of
engineers, tools and parts”
Tuesday 21 May 2019
Van der Valk Hotel Beveren
Organised by Bemas
in cooperation with i.deeds

Increased productivity, safety and compliance with Smart parts, tools
and components - ERIKS Hose Management System case
Pedro Guimaraes, International Project Manager HMS, ERIKS
ENDORSEMENT
CLEARSPACE
POSITIONING
MINIMUM SIZE
Endorsement
Logos rules
of use
SIGFOX PARTNERS
ENABLED
BY SIGFOX
SIGFOX VERIFIED
SIGFOX READY
SIGFOXVARIATIONS
LOGO
Efficient use of the obligatory attendance registration at large
real state sites - customer case
Lieven De Meester, MSc - Manager Health Safety Environment, Worley Belgium

i.deeds invests in IoT

USE
OTHER

QF_631

Sigfox Ready™ Certificate
P_0147_2D82_01
Congratulations i.deeds nv, the following product is now Sigfox ReadyTM certified:

pin.connect is a sustainable investment of i.deeds in IoT. The
collected knowledge enables us to guide our customers with proper
information and provide support for their IoT projects.

DEVICE COMMERCIAL NAME: ……..

Pin1000

DEVICE MODEL NAME: ……………...

Pin1000

RADIO CONFIGURATION: …………..

RC1

TEST REPORT: ………………………...

R412-19-102373-1A Ed.0

DEVICE UPLINK RADIATION CLASS:

0u

CERTIFICATION DATE: ………………

13/06/2019

SIGFOX CREDENTIALS M NUMBER:

M_0042_FDF8_01 and M_000B_C8D5_02

SIGFOX REFERENCE: ………………...

BUIL-544

SIGFOX FEATURES:
DOWNLINK………………………………
PAYLOAD ENCRYPTED………………..
MONARCH……………………………….

This certificate is valid for this product only. Any change to the certified product is to be reported to
Sigfox as it may lead to a renewal of the Sigfox ReadyTM certification.
The Sigfox ReadyTM logo must be used in respect of Sigfox branding guidelines.

What is pin.connect?
REQUIREMENT
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“Sigfox
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Sigfox
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“Sigf
determine volumes in a barrel. Other uses include the identification of persons or activities undertaken by people. Locating containers or record the
Sigfox Ready label is also dedicated to web platforms
associated with the certified product.
movements of machinery is also perfectly
thatfeasible.
meet the requirement of the Sigfox PaaS program.
The « Sigfox Ready» terms can be used in any editorial
Sigfox Head Office:
425 rue Jean Rostand, 31670 Labège, FRANCE
www.sigfox.com

Rev1.0

content.

What is unique about pin.connect?
All devices operate independently of wiring or available connections (wifi). They operate on batteries and are connected via Sigfox, Lora or
Narrowband networks, which are sufficiently available.
device
device

data
data

• data
• device
• time

Sigfox / Lora /
Narrowband/
GPRS/3G

proces
proces

pin.connect

device +
company

registratie
proces

How does pin.connect work exactly?
We collect data via different types ofEndorsing
terminals
and sensors. The data is
Generalinnovation
notice
Any use which is not authorized under the above conditions shall be deemed forbidden. All the logos
strictly
used according
Eachshall
timebe
our
technology
is used, to official Sigfox graphic charter (provided on brand.sigfox.co
characterised
by
time
and
device,
enriched
with
the
observed
data, and is
protected items which are Sigfox exclusive property and are part of Sigfox intellectual property.
Sigfoxdisplay
solely grants
a right of useinon
these
logos under the conditions above and the terms of the cont
we proudly
our involvement
the
process.
stored and linked to a business or application.
Contacts for any questions regarding Sigfox branding: communications@sigfox.com
The communication with your platform is based on web services, APIs or
file-based communication. Those APIs are ready and no longer need to be
developed. If needed, the APIs are updated in relation to your application. In
this way you can immediately use the data, a huge advantage!
connect
connect

application
application

Web-service

We can also automatically push the data to the application. If you do not have
the necessary applications, the data can be stored in your database. We will
then build dashboards using BI tools.

Do you have an IoT project or would you like to know more about the many possibilities with pin.connect?
Use our expertise to your advantage; leave a message at info@pinall.be or via 056 65 01 00.
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i.short
i.deeds was present at the
Power Platform Summit Europe and Techorama
From 27-29 March, the Power Platform Summit Europe took place in Amsterdam. Four employees
of i.deeds were at the Power BI section and attended various presentations, demonstrations and
lectures on business intelligence, and the latest trends and applications. Interestingly, sales talk was
restricted to a minimum, and the focus was on concrete practical examples and the business world.
In this way, our staff gained plenty of insights, were given technical tips and discovered the latest
add-ons. More importantly, they saw it confirmed that i.deeds is up-to-date with the latest trends and developments in the field of Power BI. That
technology is evolving at a fast pace and thanks to the latest features our customers are receiving the best of what they have to offer.

How can your company grow further in a data driven economy? To be able to give you even better
advice, i.deeds keeps a finger on the pulse of the latest developments in developer trends, IoT and
AI. One of the reasons why our staff was present at Techorama, the ‘deep knowledge IT conference’
that took place in Kinepolis Antwerp from 20 to 22 May. International speakers gave us insight into
the latest novelties around the c# language, best practices for micro service architectures, design
guides for .Net Core APIs and how to’s for the Azure DevOps platform.

Want to know more about Power BI?
We will happily share our knowledge with you during a BI course in autumn.
Make sure you contact caroline.demeire@ideeds.be for more info.

i.events

i.deeds celebrates the New Year
in 80s style

On Saturday 2 February all the
employees of i.deeds and their
partners came together at the annual
staff party in Huis Van Wonterghem in
Kuurne. The theme of the party was
‘Back to the 80s’ and that showed
in everything. Everyone received a 45-rpm record from
that period as a gift (with a personalised cover) and after
a pleasant dinner people started moving to various hits
from the bustling 1980s. An ideal team building moment
and a perfect start to 2019.
02/02/2019
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Who and what is i.deeds?
Who is i.deeds?
I.deeds is a team of driven specialists focused on business intelligence projects, process management, support of selection
processes, guidance on the implementation of new IT applications and the realisation of tailor-made solutions. Why the
name i.deeds? Because we focus on energy, commitment, dynamism and a personal approach.

BUSINESS
ANALYTICS

BEDRIJFSPROCESSEN

REALISATIE

IT-KEUZES

What does i.deeds have to offer?
Independent advice, always based on your specific situation.

BUSINESS
ANALYTICS

A no-nonsense approach with long term commitment
and always with the goal to realise added value for your
company or business unit. Extensive know-how and
many years of experience in the field of BI-projects,

BUSINESS
PROCESSES

REALISATION

process management and support of selection processes.

IT CHOICES
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Efficient applications to record information, support your business processes or provide you with
actionable insights distilled out of the massive amounts of available data are indispensable. It
is therefore of crucial importance to your business to choose the best way to computerise and
automate. i.deeds can help you with this process by providing advice in each of the following
domains.

How can my business
grow and become more
efficient?

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Our experienced employees analyse relevant data from all your departments and shape them
into knowledge, valuable information and useful insights. In concrete terms: we convert all your
data into clear dashboards and reports. In this way we turn your software applications into smart
management tools which provide you with a clear insight into your organisation. The key to
success is a sound, secure, robust and efficient data warehouse.

How can I get a better
overview of the facts &
figures within my business?

BUSINESS PROCESSES
Every successful IT project starts from the business needs of the organisation. These are
expressed most clearly during the mapping of the business processes. Describing the processes
also allows people to better understand them, whilst it becomes clear where the strengths and
weaknesses of your organisation lie.

How can I better analyse
information about my business,
clients and competitors?

IT CHOICES
Our team of experts will help you decide on an appropriate IT application using a structured
selection process. Based on a detailed scope analysis and discussions with management and
key users, we draw up specifications (‘as-is’ & ‘to-be’ analysis), call for tenders, go from longlist
to shortlist, provide case demos, and then finally we make a selection and negotiate. We take you
through the entire selection process to the partner who offers you the solution that best fits your
objectives, ambitions and budget.

REALISATIONS
If a standard package does not give you what you need, our consultants can provide you with
a customised solution. Each realisation within the framework of the i.deeds approach takes
place according to an iterative process, each time going through the phases of analysis, design,
development, test, documentation and delivery, while the application is developed systematically.
This methodology, combined with a framework developed in-house, results in a sustainable
solution customised to your organisation.
Business Analyst/Project Management

BI-team

How do I develop a
sharper focus with clear
goals and requirements?

And most importantly:
how can I improve the
performance of my
business, organisation
or business unit?

Custom Team

Looking for a suitable IT solution? i.deeds offers you 100% independent advice.
i.deeds always acts independently when choosing a suitable IT application for its customers. During the selection process we receive detailed
offers from package providers/partners. Subsequently, a shortlist (a selection of partners from the longlist) provides us with a thorough, practical
and up-to-date insight into the solutions offered based on the (business) case demos of these partners. Our IT-choices are not only supported
by the practical knowledge of our employees who develop projects. We also have very detailed, up-to-date knowledge of what the package
suppliers at home and abroad have to offer.
Even if you, for example, are looking for a new CRM, ERP, MES, WMS or financial package, you can rely on the 100% independent
advice of i.deeds.

Would you like to find out how i.deeds can help you? Please contact Lionel Vanpoucke,
managing director of i.deeds nv, at lionel.vanpoucke@ideeds.be or +32 56 650 100.
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PERSONAL

i.deeds nv
Molenstraat 72 • 8790 Waregem
tel.:+32 56 650 100
info@ideeds.be • www.ideeds.be
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